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New Worlds from Old Texts
Stefan Bouzarovski
2016-01-03 Maps dominate
the modern sense of place
and geography. Yet, so far
as we can tell, maps were
rare in the Greco-Roman
world and, when mentioned
in sources, are mistrusted
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

and criticized. Today,
technological advances have
brought to the fore an
entirely new set of methods
for representing and
interacting with space. In
contrast to traditional
"topographic" perspectives,
the territorial extent of
economic and political
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realms is increasingly
conceived though a
"topological" lens, in which
the nature and frequency of
links among different sites
matter more than the
physical distances between
them. New Worlds from Old
Texts focuses on the ancient
Greek experience of space,
conceived of in terms of
both its literature and
material culture remains,
and uses this to reflect on
modern thinking.
Comprising twelve chapters
written by a highly
interdisciplinary range of
contributors, this edited
collection explores the rich
array of representational
devices employed by
ancient authors, whose
narrative depictions of
spatial relations defy the
logic of images and surfaces
that dominates
contemporary cartographic
thought. The volume
focuses on Herodotus'
Histories--a text that is
increasingly cited by
Classicists as an example of
how ancient perceptions of
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

space may have been rather
different to the modern
cartographic view--but also
considers perceptions of
space through the lens of
other authors, genres,
cultural contexts, and
disciplines. In doing so, it
reveals how a study of the
ancient world can be
reinvigorated by, and in
turn help to shape, modern
technological innovation
and methods.
Traditional Cosmology, vol.
1: Preliminaries; Formation
Marinus Anthony van der
Sluijs 2011-01-01 This work,
in 6 volumes, is a
compendium of traditional
cosmologies worldwide. The
material includes the global
mythology of creation and
destruction, but also
comprises information
drawn from other areas of
traditional knowledge,
ritual, iconography,
shamanism, costume, and
dance. Relying on original
sources, universal points of
agreement are identified,
often on counter-intuitive
ideas. These suggest a
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single template, a blueprint
for a universal mythology of
origins with local variations.
In volume 1, the cosmos is
seen to develop from an
original state of chaos, via
the transitory stage of a
fundamental enclosing
particle, into a 'sheet
system' of sky, atmosphere,
earth and underworld,
joined by the cosmic axis.
The Dead Sea Scrolls in
Context Armin Lange 2011
The Dead Sea Scrolls enrich
many areas of biblical
research, as well as the
study of ancient and
rabbinic Judasim, early
Christian and other ancient
literatures, languages, and
cultures. With nearly all
Dead Sea Scrolls published,
it is now time to integrate
the Dead Sea Scrolls fully
into the various disciplines
that benefit from them. This
two-volume collection of
essays answers this need. It
represents the proceedings
of a conference jointly
organized by the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem and
the University of Vienna in

Vienna on February 11 14,
2008.
Where the Gods Are Mark
S. Smith 2016-06-28 The
issue of how to represent
God is a concern both
ancient and contemporary.
In this wide-ranging and
authoritative study,
renowned biblical scholar
Mark Smith investigates the
symbols, meanings, and
narratives in the Hebrew
Bible, Ugaritic texts, and
ancient iconography, which
attempt to describe deities
in relation to humans. Smith
uses a novel approach to
show how the Bible depicts
God in human and animal
forms—and sometimes both
together. Mediating
between the ancients’
theories and the work of
modern thinkers, Smith’s
boldly original work
uncovers the foundational
understandings of deities
and space.
Beholders of Divine Secrets
Vita Daphna Arbel
2012-02-01 A wide-ranging
exploration of the Hekhalot
and Merkavah literature, a
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mystical Jewish tradition
from late antiquity,
including a discussion of the
possible cultural context of
this material's creators.
Ancient Mesopotamia A.
Leo Oppenheim 2013-01-31
"This splendid work of
scholarship . . . sums up
with economy and power all
that the written record so
far deciphered has to tell
about the ancient and
complementary civilizations
of Babylon and
Assyria."—Edward B.
Garside, New York Times
Book Review Ancient
Mesopotamia—the area now
called Iraq—has received
less attention than ancient
Egypt and other long-extinct
and more spectacular
civilizations. But numerous
small clay tablets buried in
the desert soil for thousands
of years make it possible for
us to know more about the
people of ancient
Mesopotamia than any
other land in the early Near
East. Professor Oppenheim,
who studied these tablets
for more than thirty years,
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

used his intimate knowledge
of long-dead languages to
put together a distinctively
personal picture of the
Mesopotamians of some
three thousand years ago.
Following Oppenheim's
death, Erica Reiner used the
author's outline to complete
the revisions he had begun.
"To any serious student of
Mesopotamian civilization,
this is one of the most
valuable books ever
written."—Leonard Cottrell,
Book Week "Leo Oppenheim
has made a bold, brave,
pioneering attempt to
present a synthesis of the
vast mass of philological
and archaeological data that
have accumulated over the
past hundred years in the
field of Assyriological
research."—Samuel Noah
Kramer, Archaeology A. Leo
Oppenheim, one of the most
distinguished Assyriologists
of our time, was editor in
charge of the Assyrian
Dictionary of the Oriental
Institute and John A. Wilson
Professor of Oriental
Studies at the University of
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Chicago.
Mesopotamic Cosmic
Geography Wayne Horowitz
1998
The Ages of the Earth J.
Javier Álvaro 2019-04-12
Negationism is an irrational
but useful tool for
manipulation. Almost
nobody supports the Flat
Earth model or the
geocentrism, but some
European educational laws
still offer a confessional
education that treats as real
the myth about Adam and
Eve. This book recounts the
struggle that human mind
has maintained, over two
millennia, against
creationist myths. The
journey takes place between
cosmogonies, theological
dogmas, natural philosophy,
Deism and the inevitable
secularism of the Age of
Enlightenment.
Edom at the Edge of Empire
Bradley L. Crowell
2021-09-17 A
comprehensive history of a
state on Judah’s border
Edom at the Edge of Empire
combines biblical,
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

epigraphic, archaeological,
and comparative evidence
to reconstruct the history of
Judah's neighbor to the
southeast. Crowell traces
the material and linguistic
evidence, from early
Egyptian sources that recall
conflicts with nomadic
tribes to later Assyrian texts
that reference compliant
Edomite tribal kings, to
offer alternative scenarios
regarding Edom's
transformation from a
collection of nomadic tribes
and workers in the Wadi
Faynan as it relates to the
later polity centered around
the city of Busayra in the
mountains of southern
Jordan. This is the first book
to incorporate the important
evidence from the Wadi
Faynan copper mines into a
thorough account of Edom's
history, providing a key
resource for students and
scholars of the ancient Near
East and the Hebrew Bible.
Art and Immortality in
the Ancient Near East
Mehmet-Ali Ataç
2018-03-08 Discussions of
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apocalyptic thought and its
sources in the ancient Near
East, particularly
Mesopotamia, have a long
scholarly history, with a
renewed interest and focus
in the recent decades.
Outside Assyriological
scholarship as well, studies
of the apocalyptic give
significant credit to the
ancient Near East,
especially Babylonia and
Iran, as potential sources
for the manifestations of
this phenomenon in the
Hellenistic period. The
emphasis on kingship and
empire in apocalyptic
modes of thinking warrants
special attention paid to the
regal art of ancient
Mesopotamia and adjacent
areas in its potential to
express the relevant
notions. In this book,
Mehmet-Ali Ata�
demonstrates the
importance of visual
evidence as a source for
apocalyptic thought.
Focusing on the so-called
investiture painting from
Mari, he relates it to
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

parallel evidence from the
visual traditions of the
Assyrian Empire, ancient
Egypt, and Hittite Anatolia.
A Study of the Geography of
1 Enoch 17-19 Coblentz
Bautch 2003-11-01
Clarifying the text and
geography of one of the
oldest apocalypses, this
study examines the travels
of the patriarch Enoch.
Coblentz Bautch also
explores comparable and
perhaps influential
traditions from the ancient
Near East, Hebrew Bible,
and world of Hellenism.
Traditional Cosmology,
vol. 4: Disintegration
Marinus Anthony van der
Sluijs 2011-01-01 This work,
in 6 volumes, is a
compendium of traditional
cosmologies worldwide. The
material includes the global
mythology of creation and
destruction, but also
comprises information
drawn from other areas of
traditional knowledge,
ritual, iconography,
shamanism, costume, and
dance. Relying on original
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sources, universal points of
agreement are identified,
often on counter-intuitive
ideas. These suggest a
single template, a blueprint
for a universal mythology of
origins with local variations.
In volume 4, the cosmos is
seen to disintegrate through
a number of catastrophic
events. The cosmic axis is
disrupted. The regions of
the cosmos are freshly
populated. Mythical beings
depart from the earth and
the mythical era is ended.
The future is expected to
bring a repetition of the
past events of creation and
destruction.
Reading Genesis 1-2 J Daryl
Charles 2013-10-03 Today's
evangelical community
faces a multitude of
questions about the creation
of the cosmos and the
beginning of human history
and-quite naturally-we look
to the Bible for answers
about the origins and
meaning of human history.
But what are we to do with
the stories in the first two
chapters of Genesis?
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

Reading Genesis 1-2: An
Evangelical Conversation
brings together the voices
of five prominent
evangelical scholars who
take on difficult interpretive
questions that arise from
reading the Bible's first two
chapters. Richard Averbeck,
Todd Beall, John Collins,
Tremper Longman, and
John Walton offer their
perspectives in a pointcounterpoint style. Drawing
on a wealth of theological,
linguistic, and historical
expertise, this collection is
characterized by a close
attention to the biblical text
and a mutual respect that
often sorely lacks in the
discussion of origins in the
modern evangelical world.
Contributors: Richard
Averbeck Todd Beall C. John
Collins Jud Davis Victor P.
Hamilton Tremper Longman
III Kenneth J. Turner John
Walton
Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy John H.
Walton 2009 This series
brings to life the world of
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the Old Testament through
informative entries and fullcolor photos and graphics.
Here readers find the
premier commentary set for
connecting with the
historical and cultural
context of the Old
Testament.
The Early History of
Heaven J. Edward Wright
2002-03-28 When we think
of "heaven," we generally
conjure up positive, blissful
images. Heaven is, after all,
where God is and where
good people go after death
to receive their reward. But
how and why did Western
cultures come to imagine
the heavenly realm in such
terms? Why is heaven
usually thought to be "up
there," far beyond the
visible sky? And what is the
source of the idea that the
post mortem abode of the
righteous is in this heavenly
realm with God? Seeking to
discover the roots of these
familiar notions, this volume
traces the backgrounds,
origin, and development of
early Jewish and Christian

speculation about the
heavenly realm -- where it
is, what it looks like, and
who its inhabitants are.
Wright begins his study
with an examination of the
beliefs of ancient Israel's
neighbors Egypt and
Mesopotamia,
reconstructing the
intellectual context in which
the earliest biblical images
of heaven arose. A detailed
analysis of the Hebrew
biblical texts themselves
then reveals that the
Israelites were deeply
influenced by images drawn
from the surrounding
cultures. Wright goes on to
examine Persian and GrecoRoman beliefs, thus setting
the stage for his
consideration of early
Jewish and Christian
images, which he shows to
have been formed in the
struggle to integrate
traditional biblical imagery
with the newer Hellenistic
ideas about the cosmos. In a
final chapter Wright offers a
brief survey of how later
Jewish, Christian, and
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Islamic traditions
envisioned the heavenly
realms. Accessible to a wide
range of readers, this
provocative book will
interest anyone who is
curious about the origins of
this extraordinarily
pervasive and influential
idea.
Ancient Near Eastern
Thought and the Old
Testament John H. Walton
2018-05-15 Leading
evangelical scholar John
Walton surveys the cultural
context of the ancient Near
East, bringing insight to the
interpretation of specific
Old Testament passages.
This new edition of a topselling textbook has been
thoroughly updated and
revised throughout to
reflect the refined thinking
of a mature scholar. It
includes over 30
illustrations. Students and
pastors who want to deepen
their understanding of the
Old Testament will find this
a helpful and instructive
study.
In Quest of the Historical

Adam William Lane Craig
2021-09-28 Was Adam a
real historical person? And
if so, who was he and when
did he live? William Lane
Craig sets out to answer
these questions through a
biblical and scientific
investigation. He begins
with an inquiry into the
genre of Genesis 1–11,
determining that it can most
plausibly be classified as
mytho-history—a narrative
with both literary and
historical value. He then
moves into the New
Testament, where he
examines references to
Adam in the words of Jesus
and the writings of Paul,
ultimately concluding that
the entire Bible considers
Adam the historical
progenitor of the human
race—a position that must
therefore be accepted as a
premise for Christians who
take seriously the inspired
truth of Scripture. Working
from that foundation of
biblical truth, Craig
embarks upon an
interdisciplinary survey of
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scientific evidence to
determine where Adam
could be most plausibly
located in the evolutionary
history of humankind,
ultimately determining that
Adam lived between
750,000 and 1,000,000
years ago as a member of
the archaic human species
Homo heidelbergensis. He
concludes by reflecting
theologically on his findings
and asking what all this
might mean for us as human
beings created in the image
of God, literally descended
from a common
ancestor—albeit one who
lived in the remote past.
Scripture and Cosmology
Kyle Greenwood 2015-09-03
Kyle Greenwood introduces
readers to ancient Near
Eastern cosmology and the
ways in which the Bible
speaks within that context.
He then traces the way the
Bible was read through
Aristotelian and Copernican
cosmologies and discusses
how its ancient conceptions
should be understood in
light of Scripture?s
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

authority and contemporary
science.
The Origins of Biblical
Monotheism Mark S. Smith
2003-11-06 According to the
Bible, ancient Israel's
neighbors worshipped a
wide variety of gods. In
recent years, scholars have
sought a better
understanding of this early
polytheistic milieu and its
relation to Yahweh, the God
of Israel. Drawing on
ancient Ugaritic texts and
looking closely at Ugaritic
deities, Mark Smith
examines the meaning of
"divinity" in the ancient
near East and considers
how this concept applies to
Yahweh.
When Giants Were Upon
the Earth Brian Godawa
2021-02-19 An Exploration
of the Strange and Odd
Supernatural Things in the
Bible The Biblical fantasy
novel series Chronicles of
the Nephilim has changed
the landscape of Evangelical
imagination. Now, author
Brian Godawa shares the
Biblical and ancient
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historical research that
undergirds the novels. For
those who want serious
study of the topics of
Genesis 6, the Watchers,
Nephilim, Sons of God,
fallen angels, Spiritual
Warfare, and the Biblical
Cosmic War of the Seed.
The Book of Enoch:
Scripture, Heresy or What?
Bonus Chapter. How
influential the ancient book
of Enoch has been on the
Church and the New
Testament. Sons of God
(Expanded) Are the Sons of
God in Genesis 6 angels,
Sethites or divine kings?
The Nephilim (Expanded)
This chapter explores
everywhere giants appear in
the Bible. Leviathan The
notion of a sea dragon of
chaos is universal in the
ancient Near East and the
Bible. What is its theological
meaning? Mesopotamian
Cosmic Geography in the
Bible Did the Bible writers
assume the ancient
Mesopotamian view of a flat
earth supported by pillars
over an Underworld with a
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

solid dome overhead?
Retelling Bible Stories and
Mythic Imagination Ancient
Jewish writers retold Bible
stories to bring meaning to
their world. Gilgamesh and
the Bible A look at what the
ancient Epic of Gilgamesh
has in common with the
Bible. In Defense of Ancient
Traditions The legends
behind the Tower of Babel
and Nimrod. The ancient
book of Jasher. Mythical
Monsters in the Bible A look
at mythical creatures in the
Bible: Satyrs, centaurs,
Lilith, winged fiery
serpents, and Azazel.
Famous Biblical giants.
Canaanite Baal and Old
Testament Storytelling
Polemics How Bible writers
subverted Canaanite Baal to
elevate Yahweh as the true
God. Goliath was Not Alone
A closer look at Goliath. But
there are five other giants
who hunted David. And who
were the Lion Men of
Moab? Jesus and the Cosmic
War Satan as "god of this
world." Christ's war on the
Watchers. Christ's descent
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into Sheol with victory over
the Powers. The Geography
of Hades A look into the
underworld as presented in
pagan myths, and the Bible.
Gehenna, Sheol.
When Giants Were Upon
the Earth Brian Godawa
2014-03-05 The Biblical
fantasy novel series
Chronicles of the Nephilim
has changed the landscape
of Evangelical imagination.
Author Brian Godawa
shares the Biblical and
ancient historical and
mythical research that
undergirds the fiction. For
those who want serious
study of the topics of the
Watchers, Nephilim, and
the Biblical Cosmic War of
the Seed.
Write That They May
Read Daniel Isaac Block
2020-07-11 Write That They
May Read is a collection of
essays written in honor of
our mentor, friend, and
fellow scholar, Professor
Alan R. Millard. Respectful
of his contribution to our
understanding of writing
and literacy in the ancient
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

biblical world, all the essays
deal with some aspect of
this issue, ranging in scope
from archeological artifacts
that need to be ""read,"" to
early evidence of writing in
Israel's world, to the
significance of reading and
writing in the Bible,
including God's own
literacy, to the production
of books in the ancient
world, and the significance
of metaphorical branding of
God's people with his name.
The contributors are
distributed among Professor
Millard's peers and
colleagues in a variety of
institutions, his own
students, and students of
his students. They represent
a variety of disciplines
including biblical
archeology, Egyptology,
Assyriology, Hebrew and
other Northwest Semitic
texts, and the literature of
the Bible, and reside in
North America, Japan, the
United Kingdom, Denmark,
and Germany.
Babylonian Creation
Myths Wilfred G. Lambert
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2013-09-26 For much of the
last half of the twentieth
century, W. G. Lambert
devoted much of his
research energy and effort
to the study of Babylonian
texts dealing with
Mesopotamian ideas
regarding creation,
including especially Enuma
Elish. This volume, which
appears almost exactly 2
years after Lambert’s death,
distills a lifetime of learning
by the world’s foremost
expert on these texts.
Lambert provides a full
transliteration and
translation of the 7 tablets
of Enuma Elish, based on
the known exemplars, as
well as coverage of a
number of other texts that
bear on, or are thought to
bear on, Mesopotamian
notions of the origin of the
world, mankind, and the
gods. New editions of
seventeen additional
“creation tales” are
provided, including
“Enmesharra’s Defeat,”
“Enki and Ninmah,” “The
Slaying of Labbu,” and “The
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

Theogony of Dunnu.”
Lambert pays special
attention, of course, to the
connection of the main epic,
Enuma Elish, with the rise
and place of Marduk in the
Babylonian pantheon. He
traces the development of
this deity’s origin and rise
to prominence and
elaborates the relationship
of this text, and the others
discussed, to the religious
and political climate
Babylonia. The volume
includes 70 plates
(primarily hand-copies of
the various exemplars of
Enuma Elish) and extensive
indexes.
SEBITTI: Mesopotamian
Magick & Demonology
Michael W Ford 2016-07-05
From the primal chaos of
Tiamat, the Gods of Order
Marduk, Ishtar and Adad;
Underworld Gods including
Nergal and Ereskigal to
demons and spirits such as
Pazuzu, Lilitu, Lamastu and
the Seven Udug-Hul, Sebitti
is a gateway into ancient
Babylonian (the gate of the
gods) powers. Sebitti guides
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the Kassapu (warlock or
sorcerer) in the most
effective methods of
understanding and invoking
Deific Masks of ancient
Mesopotamia. From ancient
Sumerian, Akkadian,
Babylonian and NeoAssyrian tablets and temple
invocations, within is a
modern approach to these
primal powers inherent in
nature and humanity.
Luciferians embrace sorcery
and primal forces, inherent
within nature and the self in
order to expand
consciousness and personal
power. The theory and
practice of ancient sorcery
is outlined for the modern
practitioner and is
presented to awaken the
desires of our current time.
Presented first is the
modern Luciferian
philosophical foundation,
followed by a study of the
ancient practice of Sorcery
in Mesopotamia
Genesis 1 as Ancient
Cosmology John H. Walton
2011-06-23 The ancient
Near Eastern mode of
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

thought is not at all intuitive
to us moderns, but our
understanding of ancient
perspectives can only
approach accuracy when we
begin to penetrate ancient
texts on their own terms
rather than imposing our
own world view. In this
task, we are aided by the
ever-growing corpus of
literature that is being
recovered and analyzed.
After an introduction that
presents some of the history
of comparative studies and
how it has been applied to
the study of ancient texts in
general and cosmology in
particular, Walton focuses
in the first half of this book
on the ancient Near Eastern
texts that inform our
understanding about
ancient ways of thinking
about cosmology. Of
primary interest are the
texts that can help us
discern the parameters of
ancient perspectives on
cosmic ontology—that is,
how the writers perceived
origins. Texts from across
the ancient Near East are
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presented, including
primarily Egyptian,
Sumerian, and Akkadian
texts, but occasionally also
Ugaritic and Hittite, as
appropriate. Walton’s
intention, first of all, is to
understand the texts but
also to demonstrate that a
functional ontology
pervaded the cognitive
environment of the ancient
Near East. This functional
ontology involves more than
just the idea that ordering
the cosmos was the focus of
the cosmological texts. He
posits that, in the ancient
world, bringing about order
and functionality was the
very essence of creative
activity. He also pays close
attention to the ancient
ideology of temples to show
the close connection
between temples and the
functioning cosmos. The
second half of the book is
devoted to a fresh analysis
of Genesis 1:1–2:4. Walton
offers studies of significant
Hebrew terms and seeks to
show that the Israelite texts
evidence a functional
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

ontology and a cosmology
that is constructed with
temple ideology in mind, as
in the rest of the ancient
Near East. He contends that
Genesis 1 never was an
account of material origins
but that, as in the rest of
the ancient world, the focus
of “creation texts” was to
order the cosmos by
initiating functions for the
components of the cosmos.
He further contends that
the cosmology of Genesis 1
is founded on the premise
that the cosmos should be
understood in temple terms.
All of this is intended to
demonstrate that, when we
read Genesis 1 as the
ancient document it is,
rather than trying to read it
in light of our own world
view, the text comes to life
in ways that help recover
the energy it had in its
original context. At the
same time, it provides a
new perspective on Genesis
1 in relation to what have
long been controversial
issues. Far from being a
borrowed text, Genesis 1
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offers a unique theology,
even while it speaks from
the platform of its
contemporaneous cognitive
environment.
As Above, So Below Gina
Konstantopoulos 2021-09-21
This volume addresses the
nexus of religion and
geography in the ancient
Near East through case
studies of various time
periods and regions. Using
Sumerian, Akkadian, and
Aramaic text corpora,
iconography, and
archaeological evidence, the
contributors illuminate the
diverse phenomena that
occur when religion is
viewed through the lenses
of space and place. Gina
Konstantopoulos draws
upon Sumerian literature to
understand mythicized and
semimythicized locations.
Seth Richardson and
Elizabeth Knott focus on the
Old Babylonian period, with
Richardson addressing the
interplay between law,
location, and the gods,
while Knott turns from text
to image, relocating the
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

reader to Syria and
realizing the potential of
royal iconography when
situated in the “right”
space. Shana Zaia moves
forward to the first
millennium, following the
capital of the Neo-Assyrian
Empire as it shifted from
city to city, with divine
implications. Finally, Arnulf
Hausleiter and Sebastiano
Lora focus on northwest
Arabia, unearthing a local
pantheon and situating it
among the various
influences in the region
from the second millennium
onward. Covering a broad
geographical and temporal
scope while maintaining a
cohesive focus on the
theme, this book will appeal
especially to Assyriologists,
scholars of the ancient Near
East, and specialists in
historical geography.
Creation Accounts in the
Ancient Near East and in
the Bible Richard J.
Clifford 1994 The book
examines the concept of
creation in the ancient Near
East, noting four differences
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from modern conceps:
process, result, manner of
reporting, and criterion of
truth. It next surveys in
detail ancient Near Eastern
corpora: Sumerian,
Akkadian, Egyptian, and
"Canaanite" (mostly
Ugaritic), giving the
relevant ancient text in
English translation. The
second part of the book,
"Creation Accounts in the
Bible, looks at texts in
Genesis 1-11, the Psalms,
Isaiah 40-55, and the
Wisdom literature. A
conclusion summarizes the
results and makes
suggestions about
interpreting the Bible.
Historical Dictionary of
Mesopotamia Gwendolyn
Leick 2003 TheHistorical
Dictionary of Mesopotamia
covers one of the oldest
civilizations in history.
Providing comprehensive
coverage of significant
persons, places, events, and
institutions that influenced
and shaped Mesopotamia's
history. For the scholar and
general reader alike, this
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

guide provides a ready
reference for the history of
a civilization for which there
are many gaps in the data.
Zodiac Calendars in the
Dead Sea Scrolls and
Their Reception Helen R.
Jacobus 2014-10-31 Helen R
Jacobus demonstrates
mathematically that the
Aramaic calendar texts from
Qumran were designed to
show the position of the sun
and moon in the zodiac for
each day of the month
forever.
The Dead Sea Genesis
Apocryphon Daniel
Machiela 2009-10-23 As
part of a resurgent scholarly
interest in the Genesis
Apocryphon, this volume
presents a fresh
transcription and
translation of the scroll,
along with exstenive textual
notes. In addition, a
detailed analysis of columns
13-15 highlights several
distinctive features of the
Apocryphon.
Women's Writing of Ancient
Mesopotamia Charles
Halton 2017-10-31 Women's
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Writing of Ancient
Mesopotamia presents fresh
and engaging translations of
works that were composed
or edited by female scribes
and elite women of the
ancient Near East. These
texts provide insight into
the social status, struggles,
and achievements of women
during the earliest periods
of recorded human history
(c.2300-540 BCE). In three
introductory chapters and a
concluding chapter, Charles
Halton and Saana Svrd
provide an overview of the
civilization of ancient
Mesopotamia and examine
gender by analyzing these
different kinds of texts. The
translations cover a range
of genres, including hymns,
poems, prayers, letters,
inscriptions, and oracles.
Each text is accompanied by
a short introduction that
situates the composition
within its ancient
environment and explores
what it reveals about the
lives of women within the
ancient world. This
anthology will serve as an
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

essential reference book for
scholars and students of
ancient history, gender
studies, and world
literature.
Mesopotamian Cosmic
Geography Wayne
Horowitz 1998-01-01
The Minor Prophets, Job,
Psalms, Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes, Song of
Songs John H. Walton 2009
This series brings to life the
world of the Old Testament
through informative entries
and full-color photos and
graphics. Here readers find
the premier commentary set
for connecting with the
historical and cultural
context of the Old
Testament.
Old Testament Cosmology
and Divine Accommodation
John W. Hilber 2020-04-03
In order to reconcile the
discrepancies between
ancient and modern
cosmology, confessional
scholars from every
viewpoint on the
interpretation of the early
chapters of Genesis agree
that God accommodated
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language to finite human
understanding. But in the
history of interpretation, no
consensus has emerged
regarding what
accommodation entails at
the linguistic level. More
precise consideration of
how the ancient cognitive
environment functions in
the informative intention of
the divine and human
authors is necessary. Not
only does relevance theory
validate interpretative
options that are inherently
most probable within the
primary communication
situation, but the
application of relevance
theory can also help
disentangle the complexities
of dual authorship inherent
in any model of
accommodation. The results
also make a salutary
contribution to the
theological reading of
Scripture.
NIVAC Bundle 3: Wisdom
Books John H. Walton
2015-11-03 The NIV
Application Commentary
helps you communicate and
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

apply biblical text
effectively in today's
context. To bring the
ancient messages of the
Bible into today's world,
each passage is treated in
three sections: Original
Meaning. Concise exegesis
to help readers understand
the original meaning of the
biblical text in its historical,
literary, and cultural
context. Bridging Contexts.
A bridge between the world
of the Bible and the world of
today, built by discerning
what is timeless in the
timely pages of the Bible.
Contemporary Significance.
This section identifies
comparable situations to
those faced in the Bible and
explores relevant
application of the biblical
messages. The author alerts
the readers of problems
they may encounter when
seeking to apply the
passage and helps them
think through the issues
involved. This unique,
award-winning commentary
is the ideal resource for
today's preachers, teachers,
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and serious students of the
Bible, giving them the tools,
ideas, and insights they
need to communicate God's
Word with the same
powerful impact it had
when it was first written.
The Seven Pillars of
Creation William P. Brown
2010-02-26 In their highly
selective and literal reading
of Scripture, creationists
champion a rigidly
reductionistic view of
creation in their fight
against "soulless scientism."
Conversely, many scientists
find faith in God to be a
dangerous impediment in
the empirical quest for
knowledge. As a result of
this ongoing debate, many
people of faith feel forced to
choose between evolution
and the Bible's story of
creation. But, as William
Brown asks, which biblical
creation story are we
talking about? Brown shows
that, through a close
reading of biblical texts, no
fewer than seven different
biblical perspectives on
creation can be identified.
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

By examining these
perspectives, Brown
illuminates both
connections and conflicts
between the ancient
creation traditions and the
natural sciences, arguing
for a new way of reading
the Bible in light of current
scientific knowledge and
with consideration of the
needs of the environment.
In Brown's argument, both
scientific inquiry and
theological reflection are
driven by a sense of
wonder, which, in his
words, "unites the scientist
and the psalmist." Brown's
own wonder at the beauty
and complexity of the
created world is evident
throughout this intelligent,
well-written, and
inspirational book.
The Geography of
Thought Richard Nisbett
2011-01-11 When Richard
Nisbett showed an animated
underwater scene to his
American students, they
zeroed in on a big fish
swimming among smaller
fish. Japanese subjects, on
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the other hand, made
observations about the
background
environment...and the
different "seeings" are a
clue to profound underlying
cognitive differences
between Westerners and
East Asians. As Professor
Nisbett shows in The
Geography of Thought
people actually think - and
even see - the world
differently, because of
differing ecologies, social
structures, philosophies,
and educational systems
that date back to ancient
Greece and China, and that
have survived into the
modern world. As a result,
East Asian thought is
"holistic" - drawn to the
perceptual field as a whole,
and to relations among
objects and events within
that field. By comparison to
Western modes of
reasoning, East Asian
thought relies far less on
categories, or on formal
logic; it is fundamentally
dialectic, seeking a "middle
way" between opposing
mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

thoughts. By contrast,
Westerners focus on salient
objects or people, use
attributes to assign them to
categories, and apply rules
of formal logic to
understand their behaviour.
V1.COMPARATIVE
ENCYCLOPEDIC
DICTIONARY OF
MESOPOTAMIAN
VOCABULARY DEAD &
ANCIENT LANGUAGES
Maximillien De Lafayette
2014-05-28 Volume 1 "A" (A
- Anu) . COMPARATIVE
ENCYCLOPEDIC
DICTIONARY OF
MESOPOTAMIAN
VOCABULARY, DEAD AND
ANCIENT LANGUAGES.
Lexicon and Thesaurus
Turkish. Ugaritic. Urdu.
Published by Times Square
Press, New York and Berlin.
Written by the world's most
prolific linguist, who
authored 14 dictionaries of
dead languages & ancient
languages known to
mankind. of 15 Languages
and Dialects of the Ancient.
From a set of 18 volumes:
Akkadian. Arabic. Aramaic.
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Assyrian. Babylonian .
Canaanite. Chaldean. Farsi
(Persian). Hebrew.
Phoenician. Sumerian.
Syriac.
The Cosmic Mountain in
Canaan and the Old
Testament Richard J.
Clifford 2019-01-28
Genesis John H. Walton
2016-01-12 Many today find
the Old Testament a closed
book. The cultural issues
seem insurmountable and
we are easily baffled by that
which seems obscure.
Furthermore, without
knowledge of the ancient
culture we can easily
impose our own culture on
the text, potentially
distorting it. This series
invites you to enter the Old
Testament with a company

mesopotamian-cosmic-geography

of guides, experts that will
give new insights into these
cherished writings.
Features include • Over
2000 photographs,
drawings, maps, diagrams
and charts provide a visual
feast that breathes fresh life
into the text. • Passage-bypassage commentary
presents archaeological
findings, historical
explanations, geographic
insights, notes on manners
and customs, and more. •
Analysis into the literature
of the ancient Near East will
open your eyes to new
depths of understanding
both familiar and unfamiliar
passages. • Written by an
international team of 30
specialists, all top scholars
in background studies.
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